UTT/19/1744/OP
Proposal:

Hybrid application consisting of full details for development of 30
dwellings utilising existing access, re-provision of swimming pool with
new changing rooms, artificial grass pitches, sports pavilion, multi-use
games area (MUGA), local equipped area for play (LEAP), local area
for play (LAP), associated parking and demolition of gym building.
The remainder is in outline for up to 70 dwellings with associated
infrastructure, public open space, forest school and perimeter path.

Location:

Former Friends School, Mount Pleasant Road, Saffron Walden,
CB11 3EB

Applicant:

Chase (SW) Ltd

Agent:

Savills (UK) Ltd, Unex House, 132-134 Hills Road, Cambridge.
CB2 8PA

Expiry date:

18 December 2020 (Extension of time agreed to 25/3/2021)

Case officer:

Terry Garner

1.

NOTATION

1.1

UDC Adopted Local Plan within:
 Air Quality Management Area;
 Saffron Walden Conservation Area;
 Tree Preservation Order (7/07/38 Friends School Mount Pleasant Road
Saffron Walden);
 AoCV & Locally Listed Buildings;
 Protected Open Space.
Neighbourhood Plan (Saffron Walden).

2.

DESCRIPTION OF SITE

2.1

The application site, has an area of 7.16 hectares, see Fig: 1, comprising the playing
fields associated with the former Friends’ School and includes the existing red brick
gym building; a single storey brick-built swimming pool and a parking area.

2.2

The site is approximately 1.2 kilometres south from Saffron Walden town centre, it is
generally a rectangular grassed area of land which slopes gently from Mount
Pleasant Road towards Greenways and St Johns Close.

2.3

The majority of the Site comprises relatively flat, former sports fields, see Fig: 2,
which are bordered by mature trees for a large part of the site boundary. Mount
Pleasant Road runs along the northern boundary of the site with a line of mature
trees and hedgerow separating the site from the road. The northern half of the
western site boundary is defined by a high mesh security fence separating the site
from the former school playing fields.

Application site boundary

Adjoining land ownership

Fig: 1 – Site Location
Plan

Fig: 2 – Aerial View of Application site
2.4

To the south west of the site is The Avenue, a fairly recent development of residential
properties. The garden walls and fencing of the Avenue delineate the southern half of
the western boundary of the application site.

2.5

The western boundary is overlooked by several properties located within the
residential development off The Avenue. The site boundary at this point is defined by
close board fencing, with the side elevations and gable ends of several properties
allowing views into the Site. Further north the boundary is marked by the fenced ball
courts and ancillary buildings which lie to the rear of the former school, with the main
school buildings and the tree enclosed area of open space at the school frontage
beyond.

Accessibility
2.6

The existing vehicular access into the site is directly from Mount Pleasant Road,
which provides links to Thaxted Road to the east and Debden Road to the west. The
road has footpaths at either side and links to the wider network of footways in the
area.

2.7

In regard to public transport, the closest bus stop to the site is located on Mount
Pleasant Road, directly opposite the application site entrance. The No: 6 bus route
provides access to Debden and Stansted airport and the 414 service gives access to
Saffron Walden and Great Dunmow via Thaxted and Wimbish. Winstanley Road bus
stop, a short walk from the site, provides an extra hourly service to Bishop’s Stortford
and Stansted Airport.

2.8

Audley End railway station is located within 5km of the site and provides access to
Greater Anglia and Cross-Country services, with links to destinations including
Stansted Airport, Cambridge, London Liverpool Street and Birmingham New Street.
Services to London are frequent at peak times, with trains at 10-20 minute intervals,
with less frequent services outside of peak times. Bus services between the station
and the town centre run at least every hour.
Heritage

2.9

The application site falls entirely within the Saffron Walden Conservation Area, as
such the site is considered to make a significant contribution towards the character
and appearance of the Conservation Area, not least through its contribution to its
openness. The swimming pool building and open space at the northern end of the
site both make similar positive contributions to the character of the conservation
area.

2.10

The two towers, one associated with the main school building and the water tower,
are both visible from vantage points within the Site. There is a relatively clear east –
west view of the water tower which is seen to the rear of the school buildings from
the northern part of the site.
Protected Open Space Area

2.11

The site is within the local plan Protected Open Space Area. LC: 1/ ENV: 3 - Saffron
Walden (Friends school/Chichester Rd), as such the policy would have a
presumption against any loss of the open space area to development other than
sports and recreation related uses.
Buildings of Local Interest

2.12

As mentioned above, the applicant also has control over the former school buildings
and land located to the north west of the application site, see Fig: 2 and 3. The
school buildings are not part of the application. This group of buildings comprise a
number of buildings in poor state of repair, which are subject to vandalism and illegal
occupation. The buildings whilst not being statutorily listed, are locally listed and are
an intrinsic part of the character of the site currently being considered for
development.
Air Quality Management Area

2.13

The northerly end of the application site falls within the Saffron Walden Air Quality
Management Area.

Ecology and Bio-diversity
2.14

The site is dominated by grass sports fields which are considered to be of limited
ecological interest. However, areas of greater ecological interest include the
established boundary hedgerows and tree belts, a pocket of deciduous woodland to
the south east, individual mature trees and a small number of on site buildings. Offsite, adjacent to the application boundary are the buildings of Friends’ School, within
which a brown long-eared bat roost has been identified.
Arboriculture & Tree Preservation Orders

2.15

Around the boundaries of the site there exists a Tree Preservation Order (TPO) Ref:
7/07/38 Friends School Mount Pleasant Road Saffron Walden Essex. The TPO
includes for a good level of tree cover around the application site, as well as
separating the woodland area located in the very south east corner of the site, from
the main application area. This TPO also separates the southern boundary of the site
from existing residential development further to the South.

3.

PROPOSAL

3.1

This application is a ‘hybrid’ application and as such includes for a detailed
submission pertaining to a 2.68ha area of the site, but also includes outline proposals
for the remaining 4.48ha’s of the site. Fig: 1-2 illustrate the overall boundary for the
application and Fig: 3, illustrates the boundaries for each aspect of the application. It
illustrates the difference between the area of the site for the fully detailed application
and the area for the outline application. It also illustrates the vacant school site
boundary located to the north-west.

Fig: 3 – Application boundaries
3.2

The proposed masterplan layout seeks to provide for 100 dwellings in total, with
2.03ha of public open space within the site, including landscaping, informal
recreation, sports provision, and car parking. Fig: 4 illustrates the overall site layout
being proposed in detail and outline.

Fig: 4 – Masterplan for the site
3.3

F

Fig: 5, illustrates the detailed access point entering the site as previously, but with
alterations to accommodate the new development.

Fig: 5 proposed revised entrance layout
3.4

The new access arrangement is also intended to allow for a safer walking and cycling
environment around the junction.

Detailed Application
3.5

The 2.68ha area to the north of the site, forms the detailed part of the hybrid
application and includes:










full details for the development of 30 dwellings utilising the existing access with
modifications;
the re-provision of the swimming pool with new changing rooms;
the formation of an artificial grass pitch;
a sports pavilion;
multi-use games area (MUGA);
local equipped area for play (LEAP);
local area for play (LAP);
associated parking;
demolition of the existing gym building, which makes way for the apartment block.

Residential element of the scheme
3.6

The 30 dwellings proposed include for 12 x 2 bedroom apartments in one block at the
entrance to the site and 18 x 3 bedroom houses in the remaining 4 blocks which lie to
the south/south-west of the proposed sports pavilion and all weather sports pitches.

3.7

All 30 units are proposed to be affordable housing units. This will represent a 30%
affordable housing contribution when regard is paid to the overall number of houses
being proposed for the site as outlined in the masterplan.
Design materials and layout

3.8

The apartment block, at the entrance to the site, is to be a three storey building
including for a central tower having a tiled and hipped roof with eaves brackets. The
remaining roof area will in fact be a basic flat roof design, see Fig 6.

Fig 6 – Front and rear elevations of apartment block

3.9

Other details for the block include full height multi-paned glazing, brick banding,
header courses and key stones. The principal entranceway will be an arched design
with brickwork detailing and a central key stone. There are black metal balconies with
glazed balustrading to the corners of the building, providing private external amenity
space for each of the apartments.
The two blocks of 4 terraced properties.

3.10

The two residential terraced blocks; to the south-west boundary of the site, are to
include four x 3-bedroom properties in each block. The blocks will be two storey and
will have a tiled hipped roof with chimneys, see Fig 7.

3.11

Other details for the two blocks include red brick walling with artificial detailing and
red brick dentil coursing. The fenestration will be painted timber casements with
external glazing bars. Fascias and eaves boards will be black.

Fig 7: Typical façade to front and rear of 4 terraced block.

The two blocks of five bed terraced properties.
3.12

The two residential terraced blocks; to the southern boundary of the site, are to
include five x 3-bedroom properties in each block. The blocks will be two storey, with
the end properties recessed and will have a tiled and hipped roof with chimneys, see
Fig 8.

3.13

Other details for the two blocks include red brick walling with artificial detailing and
red brick dentil coursing. The fenestration will be painted timber casements with
external glazing bars. Fascias and eaves boards will be black.

Fig 8: Typical façade to front and rear of 5 terraced block
Parking
3.14

The scheme proposes to provide all vehicular parking and cycle parking provision to
comply with the Essex Parking Standards Design and Good Practice and Uttlesford’s
Local Residential Parking Standards. This includes for residential standards and the
sports facilities parking provision as shown on Fig: 9. Overall the parking provision
will comprise:






Residential Parking 60 spaces,
Visitor parking - 8 spaces
Disabled parking – 3 spaces
Playing fields and pavilion parking –
44 spaces
Swimming pool parking – 20 spaces.

Fig 9: Car parking arrangement

Emergency, Servicing and Refuse Vehicle Collection
3.15

A swept path analysis for the proposed scheme has been carried out to ensure that
emergency, refuse and delivery vehicles can gain access and egress to the various
streets within the site in a forward gear.
Sports Provision

3.16

The scheme is to include 1.75 hectares of sports provision including a range of
facilities, such as the refurbishment of the swimming pool and provision of new
changing rooms together with a new 0.18ha surfaced car park. The arrangement for
each of the activities is outlined in Fig 10 below.

Fig 10: location of sports facilities and buildings.
Refurbished Swimming Pool
3.17

The former swimming pool building is to be retained/renovated and extended to
accommodate new changing rooms, see Fig 11. The building extension will be single
storey and constructed of red brick, with black cladding. The roof is to be in roofing
felt with black aluminium window and door frames.

Fig 11: Swimming pool elevations and floor plan

Sports Pavilion
3.18

The proposed sports pavilion, see Fig 12, is to be constructed of red brick ground
floor elevations and is to have black cladding and standing seam construction at first
floor level. The fenestration and doors will be in black aluminium, with casements and
external glazing bars. Fascias and eaves are also to be in black. The roof of the
building is to be pitched with grey slate tiles.

Fig 11: Sports Pavilion

3.19

In addition to the above, an area of 1.4ha is proposed to allow for the provision of
artificial grass pitches, to provide Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA), Local Equipped
Area for Play (LEAP), and a Local Area for Play (LAP).

4.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

4.1

In regard to The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017, The proposal is not a Schedule 1 development. However the
masterplan boundary exceeds 5 hectare in total area which is the threshold criteria
for Schedule 2 development. In addition, the masterplan shows a development of
100 houses in total, plus whatever the school site development may involve, as such
the whole scheme could have a significant impact on the area, should planning be
granted for the whole scheme of development. The applicant has not at this stage
submitted a screening application to assess the need for an EIA but this is an issue
which will need to be addressed.

4.2

Human Rights Act considerations: There may be implications under Article 1 and
Article 8 of the First Protocol regarding the right of respect for a person's private and
family life and home, and to the peaceful enjoyment of possessions; however, these
issues have been taken into account in the determination of this application.

5.

APPLICANT’S CASE

5.1

The applicant considers that the application as submitted is in accord with paragraph
11 of the NPPF in that the scheme will provide valuable housing for the area,
including 30 affordable homes, and reference is made to the 5 year land supply
shortfall which this scheme would go some way to meet. Consequently, they have
submitted the following documents in support of their proposal:












Air Quality Assessment
Transport Assessment
Design and Access Statement – Part 1 and 2
Flood Risk Assessment
Heritage Statement
Transport Assessment
Archaeology Assessment
Ecological Survey
Planning Statement
Arboricultural Impact Assessment
Site and Other Planning Drawings

6.

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

6.1

The majority of the application site has no planning history, however, there are
approvals for the sports hall, changing rooms and car park which are to the north
west of the site:




7.

SWB/0043/61 - Extensions to changing rooms – Approved – 6/9/1961
SWB/0077/65 - Construction of a car park – Approved 7/9/1965
UTT/0155/82 - Construction of a Sports Hall and linking/storage areas
plus music school and the relocation of existing garages – Approved
2/3/1982

PLANNING POLICY
National Policy
National Planning Policy Framework (2019)
National Design Framework
Uttlesford local plan (2005)
ULP Policy E3 – Access to Workplaces
ULP Policy S1 – Settlement boundaries for the Main Urban Areas
ULP Policy S7 – The countryside
ULP Policy GEN1 – Access
ULP Policy GEN2 – Design

ULP Policy GEN3 – Flood protection
ULP Policy GEN4 – Good Neighbourliness
ULP Policy GEN5 – Light Pollution
ULP Policy GEN6 – Infrastructure Provision to Support Development
ULP Policy GEN7 - Nature Conservation
ULP Policy GEN8 – Vehicle Parking Standards
Policy H9- Affordable Housing
Policy H10- Housing Mix
Policy ENV1- Design of development within the conservation area
Policy ENV2- Development affecting Listed Buildings.
Policy ENV3- Open Space and Trees
Policy ENV5- Protection of Agricultural Land
Policy ENV11 – Noise generators
Policy ENV12 Protection of Water Resources
Policy ENV13- Exposure to poor air quality
Policy ENV14- Contaminated land
Policy ENV15 Renewable Energy
ULP Policy RS1 – Access to Retailing and Services
ULP Policy RS2 – Town and Local Centres
Supplementary Planning Documents/Guidance









Supplementary Planning Document- Accessible homes and play
space homes
GDNP Policy DS1: TDA – Town Development Area
GDNP Policy GA3 – Public Transport
Uttlesford Local Residential Parking Standards (2013)
Essex County Council parking Standards (2006)
Essex Design Guide
ECC Parking Standards – “Design and Good Practice” (September
2009)
Other Material Considerations

Saffron Walden Neighbourhood Plan
The emerging Neighbourhood Plan is at an early still stage in its preparation
and therefore, carries limited weight. In the context of the application site, the
emerging Neighbourhood Plan notes that the site is not allocated for development
being within an area identified for amenity and open space and within the Saffron
Walden conservation area Zone 6.
8.

PARISH COUNCIL COMMENTS

8.1

SAFFRON WALDEN TOWN COUNCIL – OBJECT TO THE PRINCIPLE OF
DEVELOPMENT ON THE SITE (Full copy of comments at Appendix – A)
1.

Loss of sports fields and hall.

2.

Loss of character and detrimental impact on Conservation Area

3.

Insufficient capacity on the road network for additional vehicles

4.

The applicant cannot demonstrate that this is the only possible
alternative use

5.

Layout of affordable housing is unacceptable and not sufficient in
number of units

6.

Inefficient Use of land

7.

Inaccurate Transport Assessment

8.

Outline Planning Applications not allowed in Conservation Areas

9.

The applicant did not adequately liase with the Parish Council in
regard to the scheme as submitted

Conclusion
We hope that you will refuse this planning application on the grounds of our
objections numbered 1-4 which deal with objections to the principle of development
on this site.
Should you consider that these objections can be overcome, then we request that
you note our objections numbered 5-9 which deal with specific details of the
application, and our requested mitigation measures numbered 1-7.
9.

CONSULTATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PLANNING POLICY
NHS WEST ESSEX CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
UK POWER NETWORKS (OPERATIONS)
ESP UTILITIES GROUP
NATS SAFEGUARDING
ECC - DEVELOPMENT AND FLOOD RISK WASTE & ENVIRONMENT
SPORT ENGLAND - LOSS OF SPORTS FACILITIES
ECC ARCHAEOLOGICAL
AFFINITY WATER
ANGLIAN WATER
STN AERODROME SAFEGUARDING
ESSEX POLICE
ECC SUDS
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER
ECC MINERALS & WASTE PLANNING
ECC COUNTY HIGHWAYS
ECC HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION ADVICE
UDC – EDUCATION
ECC ECOLOGY AND BIO-DIVERSITY

•
9.1

NATURAL ENGLAND

PLANNING POLICY
The application as submitted is seeking planning approval on unallocated land within
the development limits of Saffron Walden. The site is a protected amenity area and is
within the conservation area, as such development is restricted other than for the
purposes of sports and recreation.
Housing land supply needs to have regard to para’s 11 and 73 of the NPPF and the
importance of maintaining a five-year land supply. The most recent housing trajectory
estimate, as of January 2021, estimates the councils housing land supply at 3.22
years, therefore the proposed contribution of up to 100 dwellings must be regarded
as a positive effect.
The proposal is not however considered to represent sustainable development in the
context of Paragraph 8 of the NPPF, as it cannot show that the economic, social and
environmental aspects of the development are satisfied in a positive and beneficial
way.
The development scheme as submitted, will involve a detrimental impact on the
conservation area, the loss of protected open space and sports facilities, and an
impact on the locally listed school buildings. Such impacts do not tilt the balance for
development as at paragraph 11 NPPF, which requires full assessment of the
benefits that will accrue from the development to show that it is has a positive impact
which would override the disbenefits associated to the scheme.
The loss of the protected sports fields, the impact on nearby locally listed buildings
and the conservation area would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits of the scheme, especially with the limited level of mitigation being proposed.
Notwithstanding the fact that the council does not have a 5 year housing supply at
present, the type of housing being proposed is not compliant with the housing officers
requirements in terms of mix, layout, scale and design.
The proposed development clearly conflicts with policies on housing location, the
development of this site would erode a long standing significant and distinctive open
space of importance within Saffron Walden in conflict with policy S7, Gen 2, ENV2,
and ENV3 of the Uttlesford local plan and the NPPF.
In this instance the proposal to develop the site for residential purposes would be
opposed, notwithstanding the NPPF.

9.2

NHS WEST ESSEX CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
The proposed development is likely to have an impact on the services of two GP
practises operating within the vicinity of the application sites The GP practises do not
have capacity for the additional growth resulting from this development The proposed
developments will likely have an impact on the NH S funding programme for the
delivery of primary healthcare provision within this area and specifically within the
health catchment of the development West Essex CCG would therefore expect these
impacts to be fully assessed and mitigated
The planning application does not include a health impact assessment (HIA) or
propose any mitigation of the healthcare impacts arising from the proposed

development. A health care impact assessment has been prepared by West Essex
seek to provide the basis for a developer contribution towards capital funding to
increase capacity within the GP catchment area. The development could generate
approximately 250 residents and subsequently increased demand upon existing
constrained services.
9.3

UK POWER NETWORKS (OPERATIONS) – No objections at this stage.

9.4

ESP UTILITIES GROUP - As your plans for the proposed work develop you are
required to keep ESP regularly updated about the extent and nature of your
proposed works in order for us to fully establish whether any additional precautionary
or diversionary works are necessary to protect our gas network.

9.5

NATS SAFEGUARDING - The proposed development has been examined from a
technical safeguarding aspect and does not conflict with our safeguarding criteria.
Accordingly, NATS (En Route) Public Limited Company ("NERL") has no
safeguarding objection to the proposal.

9.6

ECC - DEVELOPMENT AND FLOOD RISK, WASTE & ENVIRONMENT
Lead Local Flood Authority position - Having reviewed the Flood Risk Assessment
and the associated documents which accompanied the planning application, we do
not object to the granting of planning permission based on the following conditions:
Condition 1 - No works shall take place until a detailed surface water drainage
scheme for the site, based on sustainable drainage principles and an assessment of
the hydrological and hydro geological context of the development, has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The scheme
should include but not be limited to:
•

Verification of the suitability of infiltration of surface water for the
development. This should involve more detailed testing in specific
locations in line with BRE365.

•

If infiltration is not viable then discharge rates should be limited to the
1 in 1 year greenfield rate for all storm events up to an including the 1
in 100 year rate plus 40% allowance for climate change.

•

Provide sufficient storage to ensure no off site flooding as a result of
the development during all storm events up to and including the 1 in
100 year plus 40% climate change event

•

Demonstrate that a suitable half drain time can be met.

•

Final modelling and calculations for all areas of the drainage system.

•

The appropriate level of treatment for all runoff leaving the site, in line
with the CIRIA SuDS Manual C753.

•

Detailed engineering drawings of each component of the drainage
scheme.

•

A final drainage plan which details exceedance and conveyance
routes, FFL and ground levels, and location and sizing of any drainage
features.

•

A written report summarising the final strategy and highlighting any
minor changes to the approved strategy. The scheme shall
subsequently be implemented prior to occupation.

Reason: -to prevent flooding by ensuring the satisfactory storage of/disposal
of surface water from the site.
•

To ensure the effective operation of SuDS features over the lifetime of
the development.

•

To provide mitigation of any environmental harm which may be
caused to the local water environment

•

Failure to provide the above required information before
commencement of works may result in a system being installed that is
not sufficient to deal with surface water occurring during rainfall events
and may lead to increased flood risk and pollution hazard from the
site.

Condition 2 - No works shall take place until a scheme to minimise the risk of offsite
flooding caused by surface water run-off and groundwater during construction works
and prevent pollution has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local
planning authority. The scheme shall subsequently be implemented as approved.
Reason - The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 163 and paragraph
170 state that local planning authorities should ensure development does not
increase flood risk elsewhere and does not contribute to water pollution.
Construction may lead to excess water being discharged from the site. If dewatering
takes place to allow for construction to take place below groundwater level, this will
cause additional water to be discharged. Furthermore, the removal of topsoils during
construction may limit the ability of the site to intercept rainfall and may lead to
increased runoff rates. To mitigate increased flood risk to the surrounding area during
construction there needs to be satisfactory storage of/disposal of surface water and
groundwater which needs to be agreed before commencement of the development.
Construction may also lead to polluted water being allowed to leave the site. Methods
for preventing or mitigating this should be proposed.
Condition 3 - No works shall take place until a Maintenance Plan detailing the
maintenance arrangements including who is responsible for different elements of the
surface water drainage system and the maintenance activities/frequencies, has been
submitted to and agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority.
Should any part be maintainable by a maintenance company, details of long term
funding arrangements should be provided.
Reason - To ensure appropriate maintenance arrangements are put in place to
enable the surface water drainage system to function as intended to ensure
mitigation against flood risk.
Failure to provide the above required information before commencement of works
may result in the installation of a system that is not properly maintained and may
increase flood risk or pollution hazard from the site.

Condition 4 - The applicant or any successor in title must maintain yearly logs of
maintenance which should be carried out in accordance with any approved
Maintenance Plan. These must be available for inspection upon a request by the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason - To ensure the SuDS are maintained for the lifetime of the development as
outlined in any approved Maintenance Plan so that they continue to function as
intended to ensure mitigation against flood risk.
9.7

SPORT ENGLAND
Sport England objects strongly to the application in its current form because it is not
considered to accord with any of the exceptions to Sport England’s Playing Fields
Policy or with Paragraph 97 of the NPPF. The proposal would also be considered to
be contrary to policy LC1 of the adopted Uttlesford Local Plan and policy INF2 of the
emerging Uttlesford Local Plan which both take a similar policy approach to playing
fields policy and the NPPF.
Sport England have considered the proposals with regard to the specific exception
criteria identified in the above policy and would made the following assessment:
1. Exception 1 – Not applicable. It has not been demonstrated that there is an
excess of playing pitches in the catchment in terms of community playing pitch
provision. In this regard, to inform current and future playing pitch needs,
Uttlesford District Council have recently (May 2019) completed a Playing Pitch
Strategy & Action Plan https://www.uttlesford.gov.uk/article/4942/Infrastructure
which has assessed current playing pitch provision across the district and for the
Saffron Walden sub-area of the district. The needs assessment has been
prepared in accordance with Sport England’s playing pitch strategy guidance and
the strategy was endorsed by Sport England and the sports governing bodies
which represent the pitch sports. The strategy is therefore considered to provide
an up-to-date and robust evidence base to support the implementation of local
plan policies and the determination of planning applications.
While the strategy documents provide full details of the conclusions, key data on
football pitch provision is provided in Table 2.16 of the strategy’s assessment
document which shows that there is a total deficiency of 14 natural turf football
pitches in the Saffron Walden sub-area in relation to meeting current demand
which would extend to 18 pitches after future demand is accounted for. In relation
to cricket, Table 5.16 of this document shows a current deficiency of 8 cricket
match sessions in relation to meet current demand which would extend to 66
match sessions after accounting for future demand. In relation to rugby union,
Table 4.13 shows a a deficiency of 3.75 match sessions for the rugby pitches that
serve the Saffron Walden sub-area in relation to meeting current demand which
would extend to 8.25 pitches after future demand is accounted for.
Consequently, there are significant current and future playing pitch deficiencies in
the Saffron Walden sub-area relating to all of the playing pitch types that were
accommodated on the playing fields when Friends School’s playing fields were
last in use. As set out below, the Playing Pitch Strategy’s recommendation was
for the pitches on the application site to be brought back into use to meet current
and future community playing pitch needs. The deficiencies in playing pitch
provision and the strategy’s recommendation are acknowledged in the Planning
Statement.

2. Exception 2 – Not applicable. The majority of the proposed development is not
ancillary to the principal use of the site as a playing field;
3. Exception 3 – Not applicable. The majority of the area proposed for the
development is capable of being used for a range of playing pitches and was
historically used by Friends School and the local community for a wide range of
pitches including football, cricket and rugby;
4. Exception 4 – Not applicable. No replacement playing field provision is currently
proposed;
5. Exception 5 – Not applicable. The majority of the development proposal is not for
an indoor or outdoor sports facility. While an artificial grass pitch is proposed on
the northern part of the playing fields, this only represents a small proportion of
the site (0.74 ha of the 4.56 ha playing field area) and regardless of this, the
benefits of the proposed artificial grass pitch to community sport are questioned
as set out below. The proposed MUGA, LAP and LEAP facilities are children’s
play or informal sport/recreation facilities that would not represent formal sports
facilities and would appear to have been proposed more to meet the needs of the
residential development than to mitigate the loss of the playing fields.
6. The proposals for refurbishing and extending the former Friends School’s
swimming pool represent improvements to an existing indoor sports facility to
facilitate re-opening the facility. While the swimming pool proposals are
welcomed in principle, as set out in paragraph 75 of our policy, to meet exception
5 proposals need to demonstrate that the loss of any area of playing field will not
have an unacceptable impact on the current and potential playing pitch provision
on the site. In view of the scale of the impact on the playing field and the scale of
playing pitch deficiencies that exist in the local area, re-opening of the swimming
pool facility would not in Sport England’s view offer benefits that would outweigh
the significant loss of playing fields. The benefits to indoor sports facilities
associated with the swimming pool proposals are also negated by the proposals
to redevelop the former school’s sports hall.
7. On the basis of the above assessment, the proposal would not, in its current
form, accord with any of the exceptions to Sport England’s playing fields policy or
paragraph 97 of the NPPF.
Options for addressing the objections are limited on this occasion due to the scale of
the loss of playing fields and the importance attached in the Council’s Playing Pitch
Strategy to reinstating the playing fields to community use to address local playing
pitch deficiencies. The only clear option would be for the applicant to make direct
replacement playing field provision off-site in accordance with exception 4 of our
policy e.g. an existing playing field in Saffron Walden could be extended or a new
playing field created to mitigate the impact but it is acknowledged that opportunities
for this in the local area are likely to be limited.
Any on-site mitigation solution would need a much larger proportion of the playing
fields to be maintained to allow a range of sports to take place on the site and would
need to include a floodlit 3G AGP which addresses the above issues to mitigate any
net loss in provision. I would be happy to discuss such options with the applicant
and/or the District Council.
Should the local planning authority be minded to grant planning permission for the
proposal, contrary to Sport England’s objection, then in accordance with the Town
and Country Planning (Consultation) (England) Direction 2009, the application should

be referred to the Secretary of State, via the National Planning Casework Unit. This
is because the land has been used by an educational institution as a playing field
within 5 years of the planning application being received. For the avoidance of doubt,
the application would need to be referred on the basis that Sport England is objecting
in accordance with section 7b(i) of the Direction i.e. objecting on the grounds there is
a deficiency in the provision of playing fields in the area of the local authority
concerned.
If this application is to be presented to a Planning Committee, we would like to be
notified in advance of the publication of any committee agendas, report(s) and
committee date(s). We would be grateful if you would advise us of the outcome of the
application by sending us a copy of the decision notice.
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ECC ARCHAEOLOGICAL
The historic environment record and the submitted desk based assessment shows
the proposed development area contains potentially significant archaeological
remains. A number of Roman burials have been recorded including two burials found
to the west of the site in recent years (EHER 48579) which are likely to form part of a
larger cemetery with further bodies identified in the area of the water tower within the
Friends School. Immediately to the south of the school there are records of
prehistoric remains being discovered (EHER 14594)
It is recommended that Archaeological Trial trenching followed by Open Area
Excavation:
1. No development or preliminary groundworks can commence until a programme of
trial trenching has been secured and undertaken in accordance with a written
scheme of investigation which has been submitted by the applicant, and approved by
the planning authority prior to reserved matters applications being submitted.
2. A mitigation strategy detailing the excavation/preservation strategy shall be
submitted to the local planning authority following the completion of this work.
3. No development or preliminary groundworks can commence on those areas
containing archaeological deposits until the satisfactory completion of fieldwork, as
detailed in the mitigation strategy, and which has been signed off by the local
planning authority through its historic environment advisors.
4. The applicant will submit to the local planning authority a post-excavation
assessment (to be submitted within three months of the completion of fieldwork,
unless otherwise agreed in advance with the Planning Authority). This will result in
the completion of post-excavation analysis, preparation of a full site archive and
report ready for deposition at the local museum, and submission of a publication
report.
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ANGLIAN WATER - ASSETS
Section 1 - Assets Affected
There are assets owned by Anglian Water or those subject to an adoption agreement
within or close to the development boundary that may affect the layout of the site.
Anglian Water would ask that the following text be included within your Notice should
permission be granted.

Anglian Water has assets close to or crossing this site or there are assets subject to
an adoption agreement. Therefore the site layout should take this into account and
accommodate those assets within either prospectively adoptable highways or public
open space. If this is not practicable then the sewers will need to be diverted at the
developers cost under Section 185 of the Water Industry Act 1991. or, in the case of
apparatus under an adoption agreement, liaise with the owners of the apparatus. It
should be noted that the diversion works should normally be completed before
development can commence.
Section 2 - Wastewater Treatment
The foul drainage from this development is in the catchment of Saffron Walden Water
Recycling Centre that will have available capacity for these flows
Section 3 - Used Water Network
This response has been based on the following submitted documents: Flood Risk
Assessment Development will lead to an unacceptable risk of flooding downstream.
Anglian Water will need to plan effectively for the proposed development, if
permission is granted. We will need to work with the applicant to ensure any
infrastructure improvements are delivered in line with the development. We therefore
request a condition requiring a phasing plan and on-site drainage strategy
Section 4 - Surface Water Disposal
The preferred method of surface water disposal would be to a sustainable drainage
system (SuDS) with connection to sewer seen as the last option. Building
Regulations (part H) on Drainage and Waste Disposal for England includes a surface
water drainage hierarchy, with infiltration on site as the preferred disposal option,
followed by discharge to watercourse and then connection to a sewer.
From the details submitted to support the planning application the proposed method
of surface water management does not relate to Anglian Water operated assets. As
such, we are unable to provide comments on the suitability of the surface water
management. The Local Planning Authority should seek the advice of the Lead Local
Flood Authority or the Internal Drainage Board. The Environment Agency should be
consulted if the drainage system directly or indirectly involves the discharge of water
into a watercourse. Should the proposed method of surface water management
change to include interaction with Anglian Water operated assets, we would wish to
be reconsulted to ensure that an effective surface water drainage strategy is
prepared and implemented.
Section 5 - Suggested Planning Conditions Anglian Water would therefore
recommend the following planning condition if the Local Planning Authority is mindful
to grant planning approval.
Used Water Sewerage Network (Section 3) Condition Prior to the construction above
damp proof course, a scheme for on-site foul water drainage works, including
connection point and discharge rate, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. Prior to the occupation of any phase, the foul water
drainage works relating to that phase must have been carried out in complete
accordance with the approved scheme. Reason To prevent environmental and
amenity problems arising from flooding We have no objection subject to the following
condition: Condition Prior to construction above damp proof course a Phasing Plan

setting out the details of the phasing of the development shall be submitted to, and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Thereafter, the development
shall be carried out in complete accordance with the approved Phasing Plan. Reason
To ensure the development is phased to avoid an adverse impact on drainage
infrastructure.
If a foul or surface water condition is applied by the Local Planning Authority to the
Decision Notice, we will require a copy of the following information prior to
recommending discharging the condition:
Foul water:
Feasible drainage strategy agreed with Anglian Water detailing the discharge
solution including:
Development size: Proposed discharge rate (Should you require a pumped
connection, please note that our minimum pumped discharge rate is 3.8l/s)
Connecting manhole discharge location (No connections can be made into a public
rising main)
Notification of intention to connect to the public sewer under S106 of the Water
Industry Act (More information can be found on our website) Feasible mitigation
strategy in agreement with Anglian Water (if required)
Surface water: Feasible drainage strategy agreed with Anglian Water detailing the
discharge solution, including: Development hectare size - Proposed discharge rate
(Our minimum discharge rate is 5l/s. The applicant can verify the site’s existing 1 in 1
year greenfield run off rate on the following HR Wallingford website http://www.uksuds.com/drainagecalculation-tools/greenfield-runoff-rate-estimation .
For Brownfield sites being demolished, the site should be treated as Greenfield.
Where this is not practical Anglian Water would assess the roof area of the former
development site and subject to capacity, permit the 1 in 1 year calculated rate
Connecting manhole discharge location: Sufficient evidence to prove that all surface
water disposal routes have been explored as detailed in the surface water hierarchy,
stipulated in Building Regulations Part H (Our Surface Water Policy can be found on
our website)
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AFFINITY WATER
You should be aware that the proposed development site is located within an
Environment Agency defined groundwater Source Protection Zone (GPZ)
corresponding to Debden Road Pumping Station. This is a public water supply,
comprising a number of Chalk abstraction boreholes, operated by Affinity Water Ltd.
The construction works, and operation of the proposed development site should be
done in accordance with the relevant British Standards and Best Management
Practices, thereby significantly reducing the groundwater pollution risk. It should be
noted that the construction works may exacerbate any existing pollution. If any
pollution is found at the site then the appropriate monitoring and remediation
methods will need to be undertaken.

9.11

ESSEX POLICE
Whilst there are no apparent concerns with the layout, we would require the finer
detail such as the proposed lighting, boundary treatments and physical security

measures. We would welcome the opportunity to consult on this development to
assist the developer with their obligation under this policy and to assist with
compliance of Approved Document "Q" at the same time as achieving a Secured by
Design award.
9.12

STN AERODROME SAFEGUARDING
The Safeguarding Authority for Stansted Airport has assessed this proposal and its
potential to conflict with aerodrome Safeguarding criteria. - We have no aerodrome
safeguarding objections to this proposal.
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ECC SUDS
Development and Flood Risk - As the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) this Council
provides advice on SuDS schemes for major developments.
Lead Local Flood Authority position
Having reviewed the Flood Risk Assessment and the associated documents which
accompanied the planning application, we do not object to the granting of planning
permission based on the following:
Condition 1
No works shall take place until a detailed surface water drainage scheme for the site,
based on sustainable drainage principles and an assessment of the hydrological and
hydro geological context of the development, has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority. The scheme should include but not be limited
to:
• Verification of the suitability of infiltration of surface water for the
development. This should involve more detailed testing in specific locations in
line with BRE365.
• If infiltration is not viable then discharge rates should be limited to the 1 in 1
year greenfield rate for all storm events up to an including the 1 in 100 year
rate plus 40% allowance for climate change.
• Provide sufficient storage to ensure no off site flooding as a result of the
development during all storm events up to and including the 1 in 100 year
plus 40% climate change event.
• Demonstrate that a suitable half drain time can be met.
• Final modelling and calculations for all areas of the drainage system.
• The appropriate level of treatment for all runoff leaving the site, in line with
the CIRIA SuDS Manual C753.
• Detailed engineering drawings of each component of the drainage scheme.
• A final drainage plan which details exceedance and conveyance routes, FFL
and ground levels, and location and sizing of any drainage features.
• A written report summarising the final strategy and highlighting any minor
changes to the approved strategy.
The scheme shall subsequently be implemented prior to occupation.

Reason
• To prevent flooding by ensuring the satisfactory storage of/disposal of
surface water from the site.
• To ensure the effective operation of SuDS features over the lifetime of the
development.
• To provide mitigation of any environmental harm which may be caused to
the local water environment
• Failure to provide the above required information before commencement of
works may result in a system being installed that is not sufficient to deal with
surface water occurring during rainfall events and may lead to increased flood
risk and pollution hazard from the site.
Condition 2
No works shall take place until a scheme to minimise the risk of offsite flooding
caused by surface water run-off and groundwater during construction works and
prevent pollution has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local
planning authority. The scheme shall subsequently be implemented as approved.
Reason
The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 163 and paragraph 170 state
that local planning authorities should ensure development does not increase flood
risk elsewhere and does not contribute to water pollution.
Construction may lead to excess water being discharged from the site. If dewatering
takes place to allow for construction to take place below groundwater level, this will
cause additional water to be discharged. Furthermore the removal of topsoils during
construction may limit the ability of the site to intercept rainfall and may lead to
increased runoff rates. To mitigate increased flood risk to the surrounding area during
construction there needs to be satisfactory storage of/disposal of surface water and
groundwater which needs to be agreed before commencement of the development.
Construction may also lead to polluted water being allowed to leave the site. Methods
for preventing or mitigating this should be proposed.
Condition 3
No works shall take place until a Maintenance Plan detailing the maintenance
arrangements including who is responsible for different elements of the surface water
drainage system and the maintenance activities/frequencies, has been submitted to
and agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority.
Should any part be maintainable by a maintenance company, details of long term
funding arrangements should be provided.
Reason
To ensure appropriate maintenance arrangements are put in place to enable the
surface water drainage system to function as intended to ensure mitigation against
flood risk.

Failure to provide the above required information before commencement of works
may result in the installation of a system that is not properly maintained and may
increase flood risk or pollution hazard from the site.
Condition 4
The applicant or any successor in title must maintain yearly logs of maintenance
which should be carried out in accordance with any approved Maintenance Plan.
These must be available for inspection upon a request by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason
To ensure the SuDS are maintained for the lifetime of the development as outlined in
any approved Maintenance Plan so that they continue to function as intended to
ensure mitigation against flood risk.
Summary of Flood Risk Responsibilities for your Council
We have not considered the following issues as part of this planning application as
they are not within our direct remit; nevertheless these are all very important
considerations for managing flood risk for this development, and determining the
safety and acceptability of the proposal. Prior to deciding this application you should
give due consideration to the issue(s) below. It may be that you need to consult
relevant experts outside your planning team.
• Sequential Test in relation to fluvial flood risk;
• Safety of people (including the provision and adequacy of an emergency
plan, temporary refuge and rescue or evacuation arrangements);
• Safety of the building;
• Flood recovery measures (including flood proofing and other building level
resistance and resilience measures);
• Sustainability of the development.
In all circumstances where warning and emergency response is fundamental to
managing flood risk, we advise local planning authorities to formally consider the
emergency planning and rescue implications of new development in making their
decisions.
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
AIR QUALITY
The proposal site is within Saffron Walden Air Quality Management Area (AQMA),
close to the southern extent. The AQMA has been declared to prevent exceedance
of national annual mean objectives for concentrations of nitrogen dioxide. Traffic
generated by the proposal will impact on the AQMA.
An Air Quality Assessment (AQA) in support of the proposal has been prepared by
RSK, informed by traffic data provided within the transport assessment prepared by
EAS, and assumes an opening year of 2023. Local committed development has
been accounted for within the dispersion modelling of future levels of pollutants.

The findings of the assessment are accepted, nevertheless, the proposal will be
contributing to an upward trend in emissions, and in accordance with national
planning guidance, measures should be addressed at any detailed stage to reduce
emissions to a minimum, including those to support non car travel as the site is within
acceptable cycling/walking distance to amenities.
In the event of approval the following conditions are recommended:
1. All dwellings with a garage or allocated parking space shall have an electric
vehicle charging point provided. Elsewhere on the development hereby approved
20% of parking bays shall have electric vehicle charging points, with additional 40%
having capacity for future conversion. All points are to be fully wired and connected,
ready to use before first occupation of the site and retained thereafter
2. Cycle / powered two-wheeler storage shall be provided at each house without a
garage and a minimum of one storage space per 8 parking spaces elsewhere on site.
The storage shall be secure, convenient, covered, provided prior to occupation and
retained at all times.
3. Any domestic or commercial installation for heating shall incorporate best available
techniques to reduce NOx emissions.
The construction and demolition phase could give rise to dust and fine particulate
impact on neighbouring properties, and a condition to require a Construction
Management Plan should be considered, or an Informative to refer the developer to
UDC guidance on development practice.
NOISE
Existing nearby residents and future occupiers of the development will be subject to
noise from activities and traffic associated with the proposed MUGA facility,
potentially until late in the evening. No details of mitigation to prevent loss of amenity
have been submitted at this stage, and a condition in the event of approval is
suggested :
1. No development shall take place until a scheme for protecting existing dwellings
and the proposed dwellings from noise from MUGA facilities has been submitted
to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The MUGA facility shall
not be operated until such a scheme has been implemented in accordance with
the approved details, and shown to be effective, and it shall be retained in
accordance with those details thereafter.
LIGHT
Artificial external lighting provided at the proposed development may have an
adverse impact on nearby existing occupiers and future occupiers of the
development, particularly that associated with the proposed leisure facilities. No
details have been provided at this stage, and a condition in the event of approval is
suggested:
No fixed lighting shall be installed until a detailed scheme of lighting has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The scheme
shall be include the design of the lighting unit, any supporting structure, the extent of
the area to be illuminated, and the intensity of the lights specified in Lux. All external
lighting shall be installed in accordance with the details approved. The intensity of

illumination of the lighting shall at all times be at the minimum level necessary to
ensure safe and secure operational use of the site.
Informative
The developer is referred to the UDC Code of Development Practice to minimise the
impact on amenity of nearby residents during the construction phase.
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HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER
The delivery of affordable housing is one of the Councils’ corporate priorities and will
be negotiated on all sites for housing. The Councils policy requires 40% on all
schemes over 0.5 ha or 15 or more units.
The affordable housing provision on this site will attract the 40% policy requirement
as the site is for 100 (net) units. This amounts to 40 affordable housing units and it is
expected that these properties will be delivered by one of the Council’s preferred
Registered Providers.
I understand that this scheme will be delivering sports facilities for the local
community and therefore suggests a lower quota of affordable housing by 10 units
which does not meet the Council’s policy. The Sports facilities are not a credible
reason for a reduction of 10 homes which would be used to house local families.
However, if the sports facilities are delivered, the Housing Strategy Team will be
seeking full, free membership for residents and children of the affordable homes with
protections are part of the S106.
The Council’s preferred mix is given below. This is based on evidenced need within
the District and will provide homes for local families and households with an eligible
connection to Uttlesford. The homes proposed should meet the following standards
as per Universal Credit and Housing Benefit regulations. 1 bed property house 2
people, 2 bed properties house 4 persons, 3 bed properties house 5 persons and 4
bed properties house 6 persons. Homes should be integrated within the scheme,
tenure blind, in clusters of no more than 10 and not contiguous.
1 bed

2 bed

3 bed

4 bed Total

Affordable Rent

6

14

11

1

32

Shared Ownership

0

5

3

0

8

Totals

6

19

14

1

40

It is also Councils’ policy to require 5% of the whole scheme to be delivered as fully
wheelchair accessible (building regulations, Part M, Category 3a homes) as well as
5% of all units to be bungalows delivered as 1 and 2 bedroom units. The Council
would accept changing 2x2 bed ground floor flats to 2x1 bed (ground floor) flats to be
delivered as fully wheelchair accessible (M4(3a) homes with wet rooms and
automatic external doors, both to the flats and outer building, with a full maintenance
contract agreement as part of the S106 agreement to ensure accessibility and
inclusivity. Three wheelchair accessible properties for private sale should be part of
the housing offer on this scheme, these could be houses or bungalows.
The flatted development would attract the Council’s lift policy as it is above 2 stories.
The Council will require a fully maintained and working lift to be included within the
scheme, with protections stated within the S106.

I also note from the Design and Access Statement that 18x3 bed houses are
proposed in terraced formation. This will meet the housing needs of local families
with children, however, the Council also has a high need for 1 bed properties.
Therefore, the Council would accept converting the 2x3 bed houses are to 4x1 bed
maisonettes to meet this need.
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ECC MINERALS & WASTE PLANNING
The application site is located within land which is designated as a Mineral
Safeguarding Area (MSA) for chalk. However, Essex County Council in its capacity
as the Minerals and Waste Planning Authority has no comment to make with regard
to this application.
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ECC COUNTY HIGHWAYS
From a highway and transportation perspective the impact of the proposal is NOT
acceptable to the Highway Authority for the following reasons:
1. The developer has not demonstrated to the satisfaction of the highway authority
that the impact on the local highway network caused by this proposal is acceptable in
terms of highway safety, capacity and accessibility with particular regard to the
following:
a. Access a. As far as can be ascertained from the submitted
drawings the proposed visibility cannot be provided due to the
presence of structures and vegetation
b. The maximum visibility within in a vertical visibility envelope of
between 600mm and 1200mm is required. See note (i), (ii) and (iii)
2. Impact on the surrounding highway network
a. Traffic growth and committed development
i. The detailed calculations for traffic growth and committed
development are have not been provided
ii. Information is required to clearly demonstrate what is being
used in TEMPRO as the 2023 base diagrams and 2028 base
diagrams cannot be recreated.
b. Trip Generation:
i. The flow diagram 6a does not appear to be accurate.
ii. Information on the trip generation of the swimming pool and
sports fields is required
c. Trip Distribution:
i. The census data is required to check the trip distribution for
the out of town trips 0
ii. Distribution data for the trips within town is required
d. Assessment modelling:
i. The model output reports are required to assess the impact
on the adjacent network

ii. Further junctions should be assessed in order to determine
the cumulative impact on the network:
1. Borough Lane / London Road (Junction 4);
2. London Road / Newport Road / Audley End Road
(Junction 5);
3. Debden Road / London Road (Junction 6);
See note (iv)
3. Site layout and Parking
a. At a number of points the swept path analysis on drawing number
19 0037-660A shows cars having to encroach on areas outside the
car parking area
b. As far as can be ascertained from the submitted plans no secure,
covered cycle parking has been provided for any of the proposed uses
of the site.
c. The public area of the swimming pool is more than 350m2 therefore
the parking should be in the order of 35 spaces.
4. Mitigation
a. No information has been provided to mitigation for the site, in
particular for sustainable transport options
In conclusion, the Highway Authority is unable to determine whether the impact of the
proposed development will have a severe impact on the operation of the local
highway network and be contrary to the National Planning Policy Framework and
Essex County Council Development Management Policies, adopted as
supplementary guidance in February 2011.
NOTES
i
(i) Drawing number 19 0037-605 shows the visibility splay to the west being
interrupted by a pillar which is higher than 600mm and therefore obstructs the
visibility splay. The wall itself is increases in height to above 600mm. There is also a
hedge which is higher than the wall and obstructs the visibility splay, this is not noted
as being removed.
ii
(ii) There is a change in height to the east of the site, with a bank beyond the
wall, that does not appear to be accounted for in the drawings.
iii
(iii) Please note that although drawing number 19 0037-605 shows the
vegetation to the east of the access being cut back drawing number 19 0037-600 C
shows vegetation all the way along the boundary. This will have to be severely cut
back and maintained to achieve the visibility.
iv
(iv) Data is provided within the report for comparative purposes the school trip
rate appears to be too high. Latest data I was able to find on the school is shown
below
Day pupils

270

Full Board pupils

20

Weekly Board pupils

30

Total pupils

320

TRICS trip rates for non-residential primary and secondary schools are lower than
the residential school trips presented in the TA. It is noted that the residential school
category is not available in the latest version of TRICS.
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ECC HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION ADVICE
The above development concerns an undeveloped site at Former Friends School, a
non-designated heritage asset of local significance established in Saffron Walden in
1879. The application site is located within the Saffron Walden Conservation Area,
within which are located a number of listed buildings and places of historic interest,
and within the setting of a Grade II listed Water Tower (HE Ref: 1205709).
The proposed scheme is considered to largely remove the historic setting of the
former Friends School, infilling its historic amenity land with residential development,
where an open recreation area forms an important part of the building’s significance.
Whilst some space has been designated for recreational use within the current
proposal it is read within the context of an encroaching and dominant residential
development (with heights reaching three storeys in expansive blocks of flats
proposed) and legibly serving the proposed new dwellings, where its association with
the former School and its historic grounds is considered to be divorced. The
presently undeveloped land also forms an important open space within the Saffron
Walden Conservation Area and is partially designated as a Protected Open Space as
can be read in the Saffron Walden Conservation Area Appraisal and Management
Proposals (2018) which also states:
Open spaces are particularly important in a densely populated historic urban area
such as Saffron Walden. Frequently they provide settings for important groups of
Listed Buildings and tree cover and may also be associated with well used
pedestrian routes and footpaths. This consideration is particularly relevant in this
area. (p. 29)
[with regard to the application site and surroundings] Mapping from 1843-1893 shows
this area to be largely open except for some development on South Road at its
junction with West Road. At this time there was a Corn Windmill at the corner of
Mount Pleasant Road and South Road. Mount Pleasant Road was called Mill Lane at
this time. The area became built up after this date with large semi detached villas on
the north side of Mount Pleasant Road. The Friends School on the south was opened
in 1879. George Stacey Gibson provided the school site, described as being
“beautifully situated …on an open breezy hill above the town, near the railway station
and within a very easy distance of the Meeting House.” The area was bounded by
the Saffron Walden G. E. R. Branch Railway with its Station, Cattle Pen and Goods
Shed. There was a Cement Works, Iron and Brass Foundry, Saw Mill and another
Corn Mill on what is now Blyth Court and Cornmill Court. (p.69)
Former Friend's (Walden) School, Mount Pleasant Road. The area is dominated by
the Friends School, a large Victorian structure that opened in 1879. It is set in large
grounds fronting Mount Pleasant Road and surrounded by later additions. The tall
earlier structure, constructed of red brick with tiled roof has a prominent tower to

front, refined architectural detailing, tall chimney stacks and window detailing.
Selected windows and chimney stacks may be candidates for additional protection by
possible Article 4 Direction, subject to further consideration and notification. The
asset is also worthy of consideration for inclusion a Local Heritage List. In addition,
the early-mid 20th century School Assembly Hall and Geography room and Biology
Laboratory, both in the modernist architectural style, are also considered to be good
surviving and little altered examples, and are unusual in the town. These have also
been highlighted on the relevant maps as they contribute positively to the historic
development and expansion of the school and architectural variety of the complex,
and wider conservation area. (p. 72)
The semi circular green sward to the front of the Friends School and the associated
playing fields to east of the school buildings are important in this area characterised
elsewhere by tight urban form. (p.76)
The grounds to the rear of the school, encompassing the avenue of lime trees and
adjacent playing field are also considered to represent an important area of open
space which juxtaposes the tight built form of the modern development and is
relevant to the school site. (p.77)
Whilst the above remains true, should the north extent of the site remain as open
recreational space, the potential to develop the lower south section has been
recognised, where harm to significance of surrounding heritage assets could be
negligible subject to appropriate design and detailing. It is encouraged that this be
explored by the applicant.
At present, the proposed scheme is considered to cause ‘’less than substantial harm’’
to the significance a the designated heritage asset (the conservation area) and as
such paragraph 196 of the NPPF is relevant; but with considerable harm to the
significance of a non-designated heritage asset as derived from its setting, paragraph
197 is relevant.
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UDC – EDUCATION
For this particular application, it is felt that the case is not strong enough to sustain a
contribution request. The birth rate in the area has fallen, and extra spaces have
been provided, particularly for the secondary school picture.
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ECC ECOLOGY AND BIO-DIVERSITY
Holding objection due to insufficient ecological information.
We have reviewed the Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (CSA Environmental,
December 2018) provided by the applicant, relating to the likely impacts of
development on designated sites, Protected & Priority species/habitats. We are not
satisfied that sufficient ecological information is currently available for determination
of this application.
The Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (CSA Environmental, December 2018) has
advised further surveys are to be undertaken in respect of bats to establish the need
for and details of any mitigation requirements. This includes detailed inspection of
individual trees and emergence/re-entry surveys of buildings to determine the
presence or likely absence of roosting bats. The results of these surveys will be used
to inform a full impact assessment and the need or otherwise for mitigation measures
of the final scheme.This information is required at this stage because, following

paragraph 99 of the ODPM Circular 06/2005: “It is essential that the presence or
otherwise of protected species, and the extent that they may be affected by the
proposed development, is established before the planning permission is granted,
otherwise all relevant material considerations may not have been addressed in
making the decision.”
This further information is therefore required to provide the LPA with certainty of
impacts on legally protected and Priority species and enable it to demonstrate
compliance with its statutory duties, including its biodiversity duty under s40 NERC
Act 2006.
10.

REPRESENTATIONS

10.1

Support: 2

Object:

92 (plus 3 petitions)

Summary of representations as follows:















Extra housing being built when actual provisions of schools and roads are
being ignored. Saffron Walden is a beautiful town which will be destroyed if
housing estates continue to be built without proper provision of other facilities.
Both the Bell College and the Friends schools were left by the Gibsons to the
town for the benefit of the community, particularly educational benefit. There
is an existing modern purpose built school on the proposed development site
and a beautiful building, formerly the Friends secondary school. Neither
building is mentioned in this hybrid planning application as to what its future
use will be, or indeed whether they will be demolished.
Loss of playing fields, more houses that locals cannot afford, more congestion
on the roads and no mention of what is to happen to the former school.
Don’t build on more valuable limited open space.
Please leave the door open for a more community minded proposal for the
site.
Dentist and doctors surgery are already overloaded where will new residents
go.
This town needs schools, sports facilitates, and swimming pools to help
address the obesity crisis. It does not need more housing estates with zero
investment into roads, trains, doctors, hospitals, schools, clubs.
Given the proposed development includes a replacement swimming pool.
May I suggest consideration be given to this being a Lido. Having lost our
very popular outdoor pool at the high school, a well planned lido in such a
beautiful location would be a great asset for the whole town. The
neighbourhood plan is not yet complete. No new development, especially one
with such a significant impact on the town, should even be considered before
the plan is complete and in place.
The design lacks the fabric which integrates it into the town. I don't believe we
want more of this.
This site was always intended as an educational facility for the town and the
current need for increased educational capacity is clear. In addition, the loss
of the site as a community space and sports facilities again seems contra to
what the town needs. Chase have attempted to tick this box by providing a
limited sports area but I think that an opportunity is being lost to provide local
clubs with the space they really need.
The amount of increased traffic and pollution adding to an already busy area
(especially at peak times), will do nothing for the physical and mental wellbeing of the town's residents. Sitting in traffic queues around the town is



almost an inevitability now. Is adding to this problem really the right thing for
the town? Finally, this phase of the development does not make it clear what
will happen to the beautiful and historic old school building.
Very concerned that only one part of the former school site is outlined in this
application and would question Chase New Homes intentions regarding the
significant remaining areas and buildings.

11.

APPRAISAL

11

The main issues to consider in the determination of this application are:
A

Location of the development and principle of housing (ULP Policies S7, ENV5
and the NPPF)

B

Scale, layout, Character and Design (ULP Policies S7, GEN2, ENV1, ENV2,
ENV3 and the NPPF

C.

Design and impact on adjacent locally listed buildings and character of the
Conservation Area. (ULP Policies S1, ENV1, ENV2, GEN2 and SPD.)

D

Housing provision and supply, affordable housing and housing mix (H9, H10,
SHMA & the NPPF)

E

Transport, Infrastructure, Access and Parking (GEN 1, GEN 6, GEN 8,
Uttlesford Local Parking Standards, Essex County Council Parking Standards
2009 PPG and NPPF)

F

Exposure to poor air quality (ULP ENV13, NPPF & PPG.

G

Protected species and biodiversity (ULP Policy GEN7 and the NPPF)

H

Flood Risk and drainage (ULP Policy GEN3 and the NPPF)

I

Protected amenity land, Sports fields

J

NHS Response

Detailed Appraisal
A

Location of the development and principle of housing (ULP Policies S7, ENV5
and the NPPF)

11.1

The site is located within the Development Limits of Saffron Walden where
adopted Uttlesford Local Plan 2005 policy S1 applies. This specifies that
development within the existing built up areas, if compatible with the
character of the settlement will be supported.

11.2

Whilst located within the development limits of Saffron Walden, the site is not
identified for development other than as protected open space, wherein there
is a presumption against development unless the development scheme meets
the exceptions criteria within Policy LC1 of the UDC Local Plan. The
development is not considered to meet the exceptions criteria as further
discussed in Paragraph I below. In addition, the application does not mitigate

the loss of the open space/playing fields or provide any adequate
replacement facilities.
11.3

The application is also located within the Saffron Walden conservation area
and the site forms what was sports and playing fields for the former Friends
school, having been associated to the school since 1879. This issue is
discussed further in Paragraph C, below. However, the scheme is considered
to conflict with the objectives of the conservation area.

11.4

Overall the issues outlined above and in the appraisal generally does not lend
support for the development as submitted.

B

Scale, layout, Character and Design (ULP Policies S7, GEN2, ENV1, ENV2,
ENV3 and the NPPF .

11.5

The scheme as submitted provides only a part of the layout and design in
detail for the site, bearing in mind the larger remaining area of the site is in
outline only.

11.6

In regard to the detailed aspect of the scheme, the layout is out of character
with the local area, see Fig: 6, providing for a large three storey block of flats
at the entrance into the site, which will be located between the carparks for
the swimming pool and the main car park for the flats with the access road
wrapping around the whole of the west side and along the southern frontage
of the building.

11.7

This will not be a quality environment for the flats, encountering noise from
the access road, the all-weather playing fields, the swimming pool and gym
building all which will be operating quite long hours especially in the
summertime. The proposed balconies to the flats will also have to endure
similar noise impact and fumes from cars, as well as flood lighting for the
sports pitches.

11.8

The layout of the site is significantly and detrimentally affected by the parking
arrangement and location, having little in the way of landscaping or screening,
the whole design for the site suffers significantly as a result of the parking
arrangement and large areas of hard surface. The footprint for the building
and the amenity space around it, have very little communal amenity area for
12 apartments.

11.9

In terms of the design of the buildings, the block of flats at the entrance to the
site have a disappointing external aspect having a large flat roof area and a
small hipped roof on the entrance tower. This incurs little in the way of the
local vernacular architecture and gives no importance to the entrance into the
site, especially with it being a large single block viewed directly from the road.

11.10 Internally the accommodation is adequate and complies with housing
standards, however, it does not provide for the housing mix that the council
housing officer requires in the comments outlined above.
11.11 The four x 3-bedroom terraced properties to the western boundary of the site,
will be two storey and will have a tiled and hipped roof with chimneys, see Fig
7.

11.12 The design of the buildings appear adequate but greater detailing would
improve their presentation within the site. This is similar for the other two
terraced blocks to the centre of the site. These comprise 2 x five terraced
properties. Again these would benefit from better detailing and reflecting a
little more of the local character.
11.13 Notwithstanding the above, all the terraced blocks suffer with the level and
location of car parking, which introduces large areas of hard surface along all
frontages and to the sides, with little in the way of soft landscaping.
11.14 The internal arrangements are adequate for the terraced properties and
comply with housing standards however, the mix and type of units is not in
compliance with the housing officers requirements.
11.15 Overall the design of the scheme misses the opportunities that the site
affords.
C.

Design and impact on adjacent locally listed buildings and character of the
Conservation Area. (ULP Policies S1, ENV1, ENV2, ENV9, GEN2 and SPD.)

11.16 The conservation officer has expressed concern over the loss of the open
playing fields and its impact on the historic setting of the former Friends
School.
11.17 Whilst some of the open space has been designated for recreational use
within the current proposal, this is read within the context of an encroaching
and dominant residential development (with some blocks having heights
reaching three storeys) with the surroundings legibly serving the proposed
new dwellings. This will lead to the former School and its historic grounds
being divorced from each other and its original function and setting.
11.18 In addition, NPPF, Section 16 Conserving and enhancing the historic
environment, provides guidance on the government’s intent in relation to
heritage assets. Within this context, the site concerned is an irreplaceable
open space resource within the conservation area, which once lost cannot be
replaced. Any development of the site therefore needs to be fully considered
having available all relevant information.
11.19 The 2005 Local Plan policy ENV1 specifically provides that Outline
Applications for development within Conservation Areas will not be
considered. This is a hybrid application which includes an element of outline
approval for a larger area providing a further 70 dwellings, whilst seeking
detailed approval for 30 dwellings. In addition to this, the playing fields form
an important open space within the Saffron Walden Conservation Area and
they are designated as a Protected Open Space.
11.20 In its present form, the application being split between a detailed and an
outline application, ignore the adjoining locally listed structures of the school,
which are within the applicant’s control. The school buildings should be an
intrinsic part of this application as they are an important element within the
conservation area and to the playing fields.
11.21 Notwithstanding the hybrid nature of the application, it is considered that the
application in its current form, is unacceptable having regard to the number of
elements of the development which have not been addressed fully.

11.22 Overall, the loss of the long standing playing fields and the replacement with
housing development is considered to be detrimental to the conservation
area, the protected amenity area (see paragraph P) and to the general setting
of the locally listed Friends School.
D

Housing provision and supply, affordable housing and housing mix (H9, H10,
SHMA & the NPPF)

11.23 The scheme includes for a total of 30 dwellings within the detailed part of this
hybrid application, whilst these are shown as 100% affordable housing
provision, the remaining area of the site, for which outline approval is being
sought, includes for a further 70 dwellings with no mention of any additional
affordable housing. On that basis the site appears to only provide for a 30%
affordable housing ratio, which would be a shortfall on the Councils
aspirations, as outlined in Policy H9 which would normally require 40%
affordable housing provision.
11.24 Further, the location of all the affordable housing for the scheme is located all
within the northern area of the site, this is not considered to be an acceptable
layout solution, the affordable housing should be located around the whole of
the site. In clusters of no more than 10 units and not contiguous. Further the
mix of housing proposed is not compliant with the Council’s Housing officers
requirements, which suggest that the mix of units should include for 5% of the
whole scheme to be delivered as fully wheelchair accessible, as well as 5% of
all units to be bungalows delivered as 1 and 2 bedroom units.
11.25 The scheme should also provide for 3 wheelchair accessible properties for
private sale, which should be part of the housing offer on this scheme, these
could be houses or bungalows.
11.26 In conclusion, the housing mix and location of affordable housing within the
overall hybrid application is not supported.
E

Transport and Infrastructure, Access and Parking (GEN1, GEN 6, GEN 8,
Uttlesford Local Parking Standards, Essex County Council Parking Standards
2009, PPG and NPPF)

11.27 The highways officer has objected to the application as t he developer
has not demonstrated to the satisfaction of the highway authority that the
impact on the local highway network caused by this proposal is acceptable
in terms of highway safety, capacity and accessibility.
11.28 In terms of site layout and parking, there are issues with the swept path
analysis for vehicles within the site, the internal layout and parking
arrangements for the swimming pool area are inadequate and there is a
lack of covered and secure cycle spaces.
11.29 Overall, the scheme is unacceptable from a Highways aspect.
F

Exposure to poor air quality (ULP ENV13, NPPF & PPG.

11.30 As mentioned previously, (9.14) The application site is within Saffron Walden
Air Quality Management Area (AQMA), close to the southern extent. The
AQMA has been declared to prevent exceedance of national annual mean
objectives for concentrations of nitrogen dioxide. Traffic generated by the
proposal will impact on the AQMA.
11.31 The Air Quality Assessment (AQA) submitted by the applicant clearly
illustrates that on the opening year of 2023, it is clear that the proposal will be
contributing to an upward trend in emissions, and in accordance with national
planning guidance, such factors should be addressed at any detailed stage to
reduce emissions to a minimum, including those to support non car travel as
the site is within acceptable cycling/walking distance to amenities. However,
at this current stage and in the light of the information provided there is no
objection to the scheme of development from an AQMA aspect.
G

Protected species and biodiversity (ULP Policy GEN7 and the NPPF)

11.32 The ecology officer has a holding objection to the application at present
due to insufficient ecological information having been submitted.
H

Flood Risk and drainage (ULP Policy GEN3 and the NPPF) -

11.33 The lead local flood authority have not objected to the application and as such
there are no issues with the scheme from this aspect; subject to conditions
being included in any approval.
I

Protected amenity land, Sports fields

11.34 The 2005 Local Plan Policy LC1: states that development will not be
permitted if it would involve the loss of sports fields or other open space for
recreation, including allotments.
11.35 The UDC 2012 Open Spaces Report and the 2019 Uttlesford Sports Strategy
and supporting text in the Local Plan, all confirm that there is a deficit of
sports facilities in the Saffron Walden area.
The Town Council suggest:
‘that an aerial map of the town, clearly shows that apart from the
Common, this site is the only other substantial open and “green lung”
location in the town of Saffron Walden, therefore its loss would be of
great consequence to the environment and air quality of the town.
Additionally development on the open space will neither preserve nor
enhance the features and character of the Conservation Area.‘
11.36 Sport England have stated that of the 7.2 hectare application site, it is
estimated that when the school playing field was operational, approximately
4.56 hectares consisted of natural turf playing field area, which would be
capable of being used for marking out winter or summer playing pitches. They
also state that whilst the planning application indicates that 1.75 ha of sports
provision is proposed, Sport England would only consider that the proposed
artificial grass pitch would represent playing field provision as the remaining

area would be used for the MUGA, Leap, and Lap children’s play areas as
well as the sports pavilion.
11.37 As an artificial grass pitch of approximately 0.74 ha is proposed (106x70
metres) this would only represent about half of the area of the proposed
sports provision, consequently, the proposals would be considered to result in
the net loss of around 3.82 hectare of playing field provision which would
have been available and capable of being used for marking out playing
pitches.
11.38 UDC Policy LC1 is concerned with total or partial loss of playing fields, open
space and allotments. It applies whether the facilities are still in active use or
whether through ownership, for example, the use is prevented.
11.39 It is clear that in this instance the proposed development will involve the loss
of 3.82hectare of sports fields with only around 0.74hectare of replacement
sports facilities being provided. Sports England have objected strongly to the
loss of the playing fields and would expect the application to be referred to the
Secretary of State should the application be considered for approval.
11.40 The scheme as submitted cannot however be supported due to the significant
loss of sports fields and facilities.
J

The proposed development is likely to have an impact on the services of two
GP practises operating within the vicinity of the application site.

11.41 The planning application does not include a health impact assessment (HIA)
or propose any mitigation of the healthcare impacts arising from the proposed
development. The development could generate approximately 250 residents
and subsequently increased demand upon existing constrained services. Any
approval will need to include for additional funding for GP practises.
12.

CONCLUSION
The following is a summary of the main reasons for the recommendation to
refuse:












Impact on Conservation area and against conservation policy
Local Plan policy ENV1 specifically provides that Outline Applications for
development within Conservation Areas will not be considered
Loss of Protected amenity area
Loss of Sports fields and facilities
Unallocated land on Local Plan and site has not been put forward as a
possible development site through the Council’s ‘call for sites’.
Additional impact on Air Quality Management Area
Impact of proposed sports area on proposed dwellings, including Lighting and
Noise
Impact of Visitors and parking for sports facilities and swimming pool
Unacceptable Affordable housing provision, Housing mix and layout against
policy
Unsympathetic Design and choice of materials for new buildings which is
against character of the wider area
Impact on bio-diversity




Lack of Health Impact Assessment (HIA)
Scheme overall is disjointed in its approach to the scheme development
adopting detailed submission for affordable housing, outline submission for
private housing and ignoring the associated locally listed school buildings
which are an intrinsic part of this whole site.

Furthermore, It is concluded that the proposal does not represent sustainable
development in the context of the NPPF, the tilted balance at paragraph 11 is
engaged because the relevant policies for the supply of housing including the
associated site allocations and development limits are out of date, in this case the
substantial adverse effect on landscape, settlement character and the adverse effect
on heritage assets would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits from
the proposals contribution towards housing land supply.
Taking into account the above conflicts with the development plan, the NPPF and all
other material considerations it is recommended that planning permission be refused.

RECOMMENDATION – REFUSAL
1. The scheme of development conflicts with ULP Policies S7, ENV2, ENV3, GEN1,
GEN2, GEN8 Essex Design Guide and the NPPF, as the design, layout, scale and
appearance of the development is considered inappropriate in terms of the character
of the site and surrounding area. In addition, the development would erode a
distinctive protected open space of significant importance to the character of this
area of Saffron Walden, as well as the conservation area and the locally listed school
buildings.
2. The submitted layout plans indicating the proposed sports uses and activities are
located such that the immediate environs of the new residential properties, will incur,
at close quarters, significant disturbance from noise, floodlighting, parking as well as
the general coming and going of visitors to the facilities which would be in conflict
with ULP Policies.
3. The proposal is not considered to represent sustainable development in the context
of Paragraph 8 of the NPPF, as it cannot show that the economic, social and
environmental aspects of the development are satisfied in a positive and beneficial
way. The development scheme as submitted, will involve a detrimental impact on the
conservation area, the loss of protected playing fields and sports facilities and the
locally listed school buildings. Paragraph 11 NPPF, requires full assessment of the
benefits that will accrue from the development to show that it will result in a positive
contribution. The loss of the protected sports fields, the impact on nearby locally
listed buildings and the conservation area would outweigh the benefits of the
scheme, especially with limited level of mitigation being proposed. Notwithstanding
the fact that the council does not have a 5 year housing supply at present, the type of
housing being proposed is not compliant with the housing officers requirements in
terms of mix, layout, scale and design. This is a further significant issue that weighs
against the development of the site and helps tilt the balance in the consideration of
para 11, NPPF.
4. The proposed highway access is considered to be inadequate and does not meet the
standards required by ECC policies GEN1, GEN8, parking standards, the NPPF and

ECC Highways. In consequence it is considered that the access would be
detrimental to highway safety and the safety of pedestrians/cyclists movement in and
around the new junction.
5. The proposal does not show that the development of this site would involve a positive
contribution to bio-diversity and protected species in the local area, which is in
conflict with ECC policy Gen7.
6. The planning application does not include a health impact assessment (HIA) or
propose any mitigation of the healthcare impacts arising from the proposed
development, without this detail and assessment the application cannot be
supported..
7. The applicant has not established that this site is redundant in terms of its
longstanding sports use, nor has it been shown that there is an excess of sports
facilities and playing fields similar to the application site, consequently it is
considered that the loss of this open space area is considered unacceptable and
against UDP policy.

8. The 2005 Local Plan policy ENV1 specifically provides that Outline Applications for
development within Conservation Areas will not be considered, this application
incorporates the largest part of the site as an outline proposal which is considered to
be unacceptable without detailed information.

